TEACHER COMPETENCE: IMPROVING TEACHER
EFFECTIVENESS BY BUILDING SKILLS AND SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE

This policy brief addresses one of three main teacher policy challenges- teacher numbers, teacher competency
and teacher management. It is based on a synthesis of evidence on major issues facing teachers in Nigeria's
basic education sector, drawn from studies carried out by EDOREN (Education Data, Research and Evaluation in
Nigeria) in the last two years.
IMPROVING TEACHERS' COMPETENCE
Students learn more when they are taught by more effective teachers. To be effective, teachers must
understand both the subject material that they are trying to convey to students, and the pedagogic methods
that can enable students to learn. This policy brief explores evidence and challenges around two main
approaches to improving teacher competency; pre-service and in-service teacher training, and makes
recommendations to ensure teachers are equipped with the necessary skills to teach effectively.
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A recent assessment of a
sample of primary teachers'
English, mathematics and
science subject knowledge
by the Teacher
Development Programme
(TDP) in Katsina, Zamfara
and Jigawa States found
that most teachers showed
insufficient subject
knowledge for all three
subject areas (De and
Petterson, 2015).
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Research shows that teachers’ subject knowledge is largely insufficient in all three subjects.
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Only 40% of teachers’
instructional time can be
described as effective
classroom practice.
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Teachers reported little interest in whether children were developing a deeper understanding of the topic.
Many teachers still struggled to set goals, assess pupil performance and track progress, and knowledge of pupil
assessment methods is also inefficient. Finally, a large amount of potential teaching time was lost due to
lessons finishing early, suggesting that teachers are not making the best use of the available time.
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PRE-SERVICE TRAINING
Inadequate subject knowledge and pedagogic skills in a large majority of teachers may in part be due to the
share (35%) of Nigerian teachers without teaching qualifications (Humphreys and Crawford, 2014). However
teachers who received the minimum NCE qualification also appear to lack necessary teaching skills. There are
several possible reasons for this:
Students admitted into Colleges of
Education often have low academic
abilities, and few have a “genuine
desire to become teachers”.
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Underfunding results in large classroom
sizes, insufficient qualified lecturers and
insufficient learning materials which
reduces teaching quality.

Lecturers in CoEs exhibit the same ineffective
classroom practices widely observed throughout
primary schools in Nigeria, with theory heavy
and non-participatory lecturing styles.

Student assessment is weak and even
trainees who are insufficiently qualified
are given NCE certificates.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Improve the quality of student teacher intake through merit based selection and external verification of
assessments, and ensure strict adherence to graduation requirements.
Ensure trainees engage in regular teaching practice (TP) and incorporate TP into training modules.
Ensure CoEs have sufficient human and physical resources to train pupils, through a set lecturer to pupil (LTP)
ratio, and increased funding.

IN-SERVICE TRAINING
Trainings are often targeted at an inappropriate level and to teachers' school experience.
Training selection criteria is not transparent and open to political and personal interference.
The cascade model of training where a few selected teachers are expected to 'step-down' what
they have learnt to their colleagues is less detailed and not always ineffective.
Teachers develop superficial factual knowledge of new teaching methods without deep
understanding of the situations when these methods are appropriate or beneficial.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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CASCADE TRAINING

TRANSPARENT SELECTION

PEDAGOGIC CONCEPTS

Better support for cascade
training by providing
teachers with simplified
course material as a guide,
and peer-to-peer learning
through cluster meetings.

Transparent selection criteria
for training and selection of
teachers with necessary
foundational skills, and
specialisation in subjects such
as English, Maths and Science.

High quality training focused
on building subject
knowledge and deep
understanding of pedagogic
concepts so that teachers
can use these tools to
improve learning outcomes.
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